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About This Game

In this game you have to find seven artifacts, which, according to legend, the need to create a cure for the virus, which is
rampant in many star systems.

To do this 5d3b920ae0

Title: Infinitum
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
VGstudio
Publisher:
VGstudio
Release Date: 4 Jan, 2017

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7,8,10 (64bit)

Processor: Core i3, 2.10 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM
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udb40udc21. I go out of my way to look for bad games for their comical entertainment value. Even at $.50 Infinitum was a
waste of money, it's not even a game!. All you will do is use WASD to look around (instead of your mouse) and press buttons to
teleport to glitchy and poorly textured areas of outer space and collect cards. If you are looking for a comically bad game, try
Z.I.O.N. (also by VGStudios) atleast I was able to laugh for an hour at that game.. Wow.This game is sooo far from finished and
not even everything in English.bugs bugs, nonexistent UI. Let me clarify since my initial review was typed with 1 hand while
multi-tasking. This game is the worst pile of steaming crap i have ever even seen. Half baked doesnt even begin to describe the
state of this game. UI is totally non-existent and you cant even read anything because not only is half of everything still in
russian but it overlaps the tooltips and info into a jumbled mess. The initial station level features a maze of identical hallways
and rooms that repeat the textures and confuse you completely. I am just lucky i guess that i only spent 2.99 on this but still not
sure why after only say 15min i wasnt able to refund it from steam.whatever.. Wow.This game is sooo far from finished and not
even everything in English.bugs bugs, nonexistent UI. Let me clarify since my initial review was typed with 1 hand while multi-
tasking. This game is the worst pile of steaming crap i have ever even seen. Half baked doesnt even begin to describe the state
of this game. UI is totally non-existent and you cant even read anything because not only is half of everything still in russian but
it overlaps the tooltips and info into a jumbled mess. The initial station level features a maze of identical hallways and rooms
that repeat the textures and confuse you completely. I am just lucky i guess that i only spent 2.99 on this but still not sure why
after only say 15min i wasnt able to refund it from steam.whatever.. I would rather play No Mans Sky The game has no
introduction, tutorial or anything of the sort. The Resolution is fixated, resulting in not being able to see half of any text, adding
to the overall confusion. Up and down are inverted, and i cant figure out for the life of me how to do anything. Once the below
complaints are fixed, i can surely see a lot of the good sides of this game.. I would rather play No Mans Sky The game has no
introduction, tutorial or anything of the sort. The Resolution is fixated, resulting in not being able to see half of any text, adding
to the overall confusion. Up and down are inverted, and i cant figure out for the life of me how to do anything. Once the below
complaints are fixed, i can surely see a lot of the good sides of this game.. Unplayable buggy mess. No options to remap keys
and controls as they are don't work. Bad translation (or missing in some places). Not even so bad it is good/funny.. Pros cool
trading cards i guess Cons Doesnt Launch (My pc can run modern games on 30-60fps, theres no way this game needs a top tier
gaming pc to run) (from now and on from seen gameplay) Looks like an excrement Cramped HUD Runs like an excrement (is
yet to be tested) Crappy gameplay THE COST i've never seen something worse 0/10
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